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The normal eruption time of third molar is after 16 years of age. The impaction rate is higher for third molars when compared with other teeth. ...
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Background: The potential for transmission of blood borne infections is highest during handling of needles and sharps. ...
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Purpose: Highlight and discuss the properties of zirconia compared to titanium, in the case of titanium allergies.
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The development of the tooth involves many complex biological processes, including epithelial-mesenchymal interactions, differentiation, morphogenesis, fibrillogenesis and mineralization. After 37 days of development, a continuous band of thickened epithelium forms around the mouth in presumptive upper and lower jaws from the fusion of separate plates of thickened e...
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Restoration of severely fractured/decayed teeth requires crown restoration after endodontic therapy which is often major requisite in conservative dentistry. ...
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The Ultimate goal of prosthetic replacement following teeth loss, is to provide a functional restoration that is harmonious with the remaining natural dentition. To achieve this goal hard and soft tissues should be properly healed with good...
quality and adequate volume. ...